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Hydrology

of Buffalo Creek, Mammoth

Cave National Park

Martin Ryan and Joe Meiman, Mammoth Cave National Park
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Recent work by park hydrologists and the Cave
Research Foundation has led to several exciting
discoveries in the Buffalo Creek area on the north side of
the Green River. While the CRF is continuing to survey new passage in Buffalo Creek Cave--{)ver 900
melers so far-the authors have been performing dye
tracer tests. Results have revealed the locations of the
major inputs providing waler to Buffalo Creek Cave and
have established groundwaler travel times. Tests have
also helped to define the hydrologic relationships among
Buffalo Creek Cave, Fon's Funnel Cave, and Buffalo
Spring (Fig. 1).
There has been a modest amount of past wode on
the hydrogeology of Buffalo Creek. Speculations about
the subsurface hydrology were offered in publications by
Angelo George.'.2 Fon's Funnel Cave was partly surveyed by the North Shore Task Force in 1974, and the
British Army Caving Association 1989 Expedition
added another several hundred melees in downstream
Fon's Funnel. Sides described Buffalo Creek Clive for
the first time and briefly summarized the karst features
of the Buffalo Creek area3 Meiman and Ryan' and
HannonS summarized qualitative dye traces completed in
the area, and were able to delineale the recharge area for
Buffalo Spring. Ryan described and inlerpreted the
results from a series of quantitative traees.6
Compared to the world-renowned karst features
south of the Green River, Mammoth Cave National
Parle north of the river is a rather poorly-developed karst
landscape. Caves, although numerous, are generally
shon. Sinkholes and karst valleys are present but not
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Recovery curves for a single dye slug injected in
the Mill Branch sinkpoint and recorded at three
different monitoring points along a common flow-route.
Curve 1. was recorded at Buffalo Creek Cave. curve 2.
at Fort's Funnel, and curve 3. at Buffalo Spring.

with the same ubiquity or size as on the south side. The
poorly-developed karst features on the north side reflect
their more youthful age. Because of the regional structure, the land surface on the nonh side is higher up the
geologic section, so there is a much thicker cap-rock
above the karstifJable limestone. Only the uppermost
pan of the thick package of Mississippian carbonates is
exposed in the area, and then only along the deepest
valley bottoms. Also, the regional dip direction is away
from the Green River, which hinders the development of
exlensive karsled recharge areas.
Buffalo Spring, a rise-pit with an average discharge
of about 500 Vs, is located near the mouth of Buffalo
Creek at the Green River (Fig. 1). The spring is stratigraphically in the middle of the Girkin Formation. The
primary tributaries to Buffalo Creek, the Wet Prong and
the Dry Prong, are oriented roughly from northeast to
southwest, along the regional strike. Surface flow in the
tributaries typically sinks into the Girkin Formation
just downstream from the contact with the overlying
Big Clifty Sandstone. Dye tracing has shown that
Continued p. 12 ...

Figure 1.

Hap of the Buffalo Creek area in
Mammoth Cave National Park.
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CRF Annual Meeting: The 1992 CRF Annual
Meeting will take place in Albuquerque, NM ,
November 14. For further details, see Schedule on back

cover.

JVs Tony Jones and Jason Richards are working
as seasoual employees at Carlsbad Cavern National Parle
this summer.
Dave and Sandy Cowan have relocated from
California to land atop an 8.mile long cave in West
Virginia. They will be very much missed by the
Californian caving community. Their new address is
HC68, Box 117, Friar's Hill, WV 24938.
More than a mile of new passage has recently been discovered in Marengo Cave, Indiana, where CRF
Members Judith and Gordon Smith are managers
and stockholders. Passage is described as being 50 to
100 feet wide and up to 50 feet high with a swift,
shallow stream. A prehistoric bear tooth has been found
in the new section.
(Source: TN! Cowier.Journal. Louisville. KY. June 24,
t992, P B2.)
Vaughan Baker, Assistant Superintendent at
Mammoth Cave National Park for the past three years
has left for a position in Washington, D.C., where he
has accepted a two-year BevinellO Congressioual
Fellowship.
Congratulations to Mammoth Cave Superintendent
Dave Mihalic who won first prize for a watercolor
painting in a recent Bowling Green art show.

CRF Mammoth
Cave Field Headquarters
fund
raising drive: Help make the planned Mammoth Cave
field headquarters a reality. Send your tax deductible
donations to the treasurer, Roger McClure, 4700
Amberwood Drive, Dayton OH 45424. Funds are also
solicited for the International Exploration Fund.
Address Correctinns:
Please send address changes to
Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, OH
45387.
Mammoth
Cave fee increase: Effective immediately, the fee for Mammoth Cave expeditions is $10 per
day, made up of: overnight, $2.00; breakfast $2.00;
lunch $2.50; dinner $3.50.
Lost and found: A set of keys was left at the April
Mammoth Cave expedition. To claim, call Bob Osburn,
314.772-5813.

Deadline for next issue is October 1. Please
make sure your submissions for the next issue reach us
by the above date. MS/SH.
Notes from Here

and There

Dave Ek, who has worked closely with CRF at
Carlsbad Cavern for some time, has been transferred
with a promotion to Fort Clatsop National Memorial,
Oregon, where he will serve as Natural Resources
Manager. Dave started at Carlsbad as a member of the
interpretive division before becoming Assistant Cave
Resources Manager. One of his duties was to be the
primary liaison between the Park and CRF. Dave has
been extremely helpful to CRF, and will be missed.

On June 6th, Tim Schafstall and Sunny Butoriak
were married in a woodland ceremony witnessed by
several Flint Ridge JVs, including Best Man Tom
Brucker.
Phil DiBlasi and Jan Marie Hemberger,
CRFs
dynamic archaeology duo at Mammoth Cave, were
married on June 12. Ken Carstens was Best Man, Kandy
Carstens was Maid of Honor and Jamison Carstens was
Ring Bearer. Jan and Phil will reside at: 3091 Breckenridge Lane, Apt 227, Louisville, KY 40220-2166. Ph.:
502-454.3212.
Congratulations

to both couples.
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CRF 1992 Fellowship Recipients
John C. Tinsley, Chairman CRF Science Committee
Each year, the Cave Research Foundation sponsors
a graduate Fellowship competition. Applicants must be
conducting graduate research leading to a degree in a
karst-relaled field at an accredited institution of higher
learning. Announcements are mailed in the Fall; pr0posals are due by January 31, and awards are made in
April. Members of the CRF Science Committee serve
the Foundation by reviewing the proposals; outside
reviews may be sought in order to gain additional perspective or to help to resolve disagreements among
reviewers. The program is supported by proceeds earned
by an endowment fund. This year, one Fellowship and
two Grants were awarded, totalling $6,000 distributed
among three applicants out of the nine proposals
submitted.
For his proposed research entitled Investignlion of a
chemoautotrophic groundwater ecosystem in southern
Dobrogea, Romania, Mr. Serban Sarbu, Department of
Biology, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio,
54221-Q006, is awarded a Fellowship in the amount of
$3000. Mr. Sarbu's research addresses a cave environment in Romania, where preliminary studies indicate
that cave-dwelling microorganisms are using thermomineral waters rich in hydrogen sulfide as a fundamental
energy source, in contrast to the "normal" karst ecosystem where carbon transported underground constitutes
the underpinning of the food chain.
For his proposal entitled An analysis of the speciationprocess in cave spiders of the genus Nesticus, Mr.
Marshall C. Hedin, Department of Biology, Washington
University, SI, Louis, Missouri, 63130-4899, is
awarded a Research Grant in the amount of $2,000. Mr.
Hedin's research addresses the nesticid spiders of the
Appalachian region. These spiders are a recently diverged, diverse lineage affording sound prospects for
studying speciation from geographic and population
contexts. Inferences will be drawn from comparative
analyses of the amount, rate of change, and geographic
pattern of genetic variation as indicated by mitochondria1
DNA and nuclear DNA.
For his proposal entitled Karstic subsidence and the
origin of groundwater-sustained lakes-upper Cenozoic
of the southern Great Plains, Mr. S. Christopher Caran,
Department of Geological Sciences, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, 78713-7909, is awarded a
Research Grant in the amount of $1000. Mr. Caran's
research addresses a system of lakes sustained by
groundwater where karstic subsidence owing to intrastratal dissolution of Permian evaporites is a major
factor in the evolution of the region's geomorphology;
the processes span from the Late Miocene to present.
The Science Committee and the Board of Directors
of the Cave Research Foundation congratulate the recipients of the 1992 awards and wish them a speedy and
successful quest with their outstanding research.
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Tom Poulson Hired at MCNP
On June 21st, I started as a GS-14 Consulting
Ecologist at Mammoth Cave. I will work up to 130
days per year, primarily in summer, and my appointment is renewable for up to three years. I answer to Jeff
Bradybaugh (bead of Science and Resource Managt>ment), who sets priorities for my work, but I have considerable independence and latitude. Jeff and his staff
promise to shield me from as much bureaucracy as
possible so that I can concentrate on science and interpretation. My mandate is both broad and inclusive:
I. Develop, coordinate, and evaluate a Natural
Resource Inventory and Monitoring Program. Here my
first duty has been to develop a Request for Research
Proposals (RRP) centered around my baseline data on
cave streams and my ideas for using the entire aquatic
community to differentiate among pristine conditions
and pollution due to human and animal wastes, toxins,
and siltation. This RRP should be sent out any day
now. The successful applicants will work closely with
me and a GS 9-11 Ecologist whom I will train (this p0sition is permanent and should be advertised momentarily). My next duty is to develop details of Cooperative
Agreements with the Kentucky Nature Preserves
Commission for inventory and monitoring of surface
streams, especially the Green River, and terrestrial plant
communities. Special attention will be paid to mussels
in the Green River, to endangered and rare plants in special habitats such as cedar barrens, and to the old-growth
forest at Big Wnods.
2. Integrate the results of all current and past research
in the Mammoth Cave Biosphere Reserve, including the
Sinkhole Plain, with the aim of formulating management actions and identifying information gaps requiring
further analysis or study. For this I seek input from everyone since I am responsible for the entire spectrum of
science research, not just ecology. What do you think I
should know about? What needs to be done? I will be
developing short and long-term research plans that integrate all science disciplines. There will be emphasis on
management issues but pure science is also included.
3. Plan, design, and execute ecological research pr0jects within the Biosphere Reserve. Simply put, I get
paid to do my ongoing cave and forest research! High on
my list is the effect of weather, including global warming, on near-entrance terrestrial cave communities. A
quick check of my 23 years of data for Little Beauty and
White Caves shows that crickets were most abundantand the species of the cricket guano community were
most abundant and most diverse-from
1972 to 1975,
which was the weltest3-year period on record. Starting
in 1985-1988, the driest 3-year period on record. cricket
populations seem to have declined greatly and the cricket
guano community has all but disappeared. So, I will be
summarizing my data and relating it to MCNP weather
records to test hypotheses, developed from Kathy
Continued over ...
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Lavoie's and Gene Studier's physiological data on crick.
ets, concerning the effects of weather on cave crickets. If
current trends continue the effects could be drastic since
cave crickets are the most important of several key
species in the Mammoth Cave Region. Cave crickets
are the basis of not only the cricket guano community
but also the cricket egg-cave beetle.beet1e feces
community.
4. Provide advice and recommendations to the Chief of
Science and Resource Management, and also to the
Superintendent.
5. Participate and assist in the training of permanent
and seasonal interpretive staff. Under this mandate I
hope to reinstitute the training programs that CRF provided for a number of years in the 70s. The new Chief
of Interpretation, Mike Adams, is enthusiastic about our
help.
In summary, I am really excited about my job here
at MCNP. I see it as a hallmark of a new era for resource management, science, and interpretation, and an
opportunity for us to have a huge positive impact. A lot
of credit goes to Jeff Bradybaugh who recognized the p0tential of my breadth of knowledge and 34 years of study
here and translated that into hiring me. 1look forward to
working closely with Jeff, Mike Adams, and their fme
staffs over the next three years.
Tom Poulson
Science & Resource Management
MCNP, Mammoth Cave KY 42259
(502) 758.2238 or 758.2248.

More Groundwater
at Mammoth

Problems
Cave?

Park hydrologists Joe Meiman and Marty Ryan are
monitoring eight sites for the presence of the agricultural pesticides triazine and alachlor. One site is at Owl
Cave, another on the Green River, and the rem?jnder at
sinking creeks draining agricultural lands. Pesticides
have been detected at all sites following heavy rains, but
the amounts present are unknown, pending further analysis. Some monitoring sites also showed very high
fecal coliform counts resulting from agricultural runoff
following a three inch rains in March.
Meanwhile, survey work is underway for Phase
Three of the Caveland Sanitation Authority sewer construction, the phase that will link Mammoth Cave
National Park to the regional sewer system. While the
lines were being flushed in preparation for the work, a
main sewer line became blocked with rocks and debris,
resulting in about 500 gallons of raw sewage entering
Mammoth Dome. Fortunately, the spill was detected
promptly by a member of the interpretive staff and the
problem was rectified.
Source: Mammoth Momhly , NPS, June 4, 1992.

Cave Floods and How Not To Be In One
Tim Schafstall
Being in a cave during a flood can be a frightening
experience and an enlightening one. Unfortunately, too
many cavers have been enlightened after a flood instead
of before. Though gaining knowledge about the dangers
of flooding through experience can be an effective way
to learn, it is no1 always the most pleasant.
Being ttapped by rising water is not as uncommon
an event as one might think. Many explorers who have
been active for over ten years will have at least one horror story, and some (the extremely unlucky or the
extremely slow-learning) will have many.
Interpreting karst hydrology is a complex task.
However, armed with a few facts, the average caver can
at least make an intelligent decision about whether to
explore a particular cave on a given day. While it is not
necessary to know every detail about a drainage basin to
avoid potential dangers, you should learn as much as
possible about the hydrogeology of your caving area.
Major Factors Affecting Cave Stream Response. Rainfall is the most important factor in cave flooding, not
merely the amount over a particular drainage basin but
the duration and intensity as well. Remember to consider rainfall intensity when attempting to predict future
responses using past events. Joe Caver may say, "I was
at this cave when it rained three inches and she never
flooded." WhatJoe may have forgotten was that the
three inches fell over several days; the same rain in a
single day can kill.
Predicting the amount of rainfall is a monumental
task. The National Weather Service has thousands of
meteorologists and the best computers available, yet
they often cannot predict rainfall locations or amounts.
The Weather Channel meteorologists will give broad
range forecasts, but beware of using regional forecasts
for another location. One of the most noted U.S.A. cave
rescues of the 1980's was partly a result of this. The
cavers ttapped in PII Cave, Rockcastle County,
Kentucky in April, 1983, had adapted a weather forecast
for Cincinnati Ohio, 150 miles north.
Rainfall amounts can vary greatly from hollow to
hollow, especially in summer thunderstorms. Try calling the nearest National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administtation office for more local information. Some,
especially the smaller ones in remote areas, wiD even
run a radar check for local rainfall. In urban areas, where
runoff is instantaneous and even small amounts of rainfall are important, a radar summary is essential. Weather
radios are another good sources of information, and they
can be taken anywhere a station can be received. even in
isolated locations.
Another factor affecting cave stream behavior is surface vegetation. During summer, trees and shrubs are
full of foliage, and transpiration (the process of water
uptake, dispersal through the plant, and evaporation
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pactness of the snow, making it difficult to predict.
Snow melt will also lower the temperature of the cave
stream, adding the risk of hypothermia to that of
flooding.

through leaf pores) is at a maximum. The greater the
amount of water lost through transpiration, the smaIler
the amount that will percolate through the soil to cave
streams. Additionally, some of the rain wiD be trapped
by the forest canopy and will evaporate, never reaching
the ground. Evaporation is greater under less humid,
hotter conditions.
The relationship between runoff, precipitation,
evaporation and transpiration is given by: R=P-E- T; i.e,
the runoff is dependent not only on the quantity of rain,
but on the amount of transpiration and evaporation
Thus, a two-inch rain in July will usually result in less
input to cave streams than a similar amount in December, assuming equal rainfall intensity. In PlI, the
cavers had been in the cave several
times during "heavy" rain and had
seen no appreciable effects on the
stream, but that was when summer
foliage was abundant-the
entrapment occurred in spring.
The type and condition of the
soil will also affect stream response. Sandy soil will allow fast
percolation, silty soil slower, and
clay soil slowest. Soil maps may
provide some clue to the type of
soil present but, like weather forecasts, they are regional
and notoriously inaccurate for local areas. Poke around
and you may be able to determine the type of soil
present. Is your cave on the ridge top or in a river
bottom? Is the exposed rock near your cave sandstone or
limestone? What type of rock was exposed 100,000
years ago? (Remember, soil is produced from weathered
rock).
Another important factor is the condition of the
groundwater basin at the onset of rain. Has there been an
extended drought, or have there been recent floods which
have saturated the groundwater system? Obviously a
saturated soil will not be able to absorb more water. Dry
soil usually will absorb much of the precipitation which
infiltrates, but there are exceptions-after
long dry periods, especially in the dog days of summer when temperatures are greatest, certain soils will become hardpacked. If the soil at the surface becomes packed enough
it will act much like paving, preventing percolation and
resulting in increased runoff. So Joe Caver must be
aware that though last year's two-inch rainfall did not
raise the level of the cave stream, this year's one-inch
rainfall may be a different mauer. If you are active in or
live close to your caving area, it would be fairly easy to
determine the recent history of precipitation. Alternatively, stop at a local gas station or store and ask
about recent weather.
The type of precipitation is also important. If the
temperature is near freezing, consider whether precipitation will fall as rain, snow, or sleet. Four inches of
snow on the ground can create quite a flood if thawing
occurs. The amount of runoff will depend on the com-

Factors Related to a Specific Cave. When deciding
whether or not to enter a cave under rainy conditions,
consider whether the entire cave will flood, puUing a
damper (pun intended) on one's caving career, or whether
there are safe retreats. In urban settings, almost all precipitation contributes immediately to stream flow. If the
cave is a death trap, enter only under extended periods of
high pressure, (i.e., do not start a 24-hour cave trip if
high pressure conditions are expected to last for 12
hours). Try to obtain a local radar report and
/
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allow plenty of cushion. I can remember at least two
occasions when a beautiful sunny day looked wonderful
for caving, but the local radar summary saved our you
know whats.
Even if safe passages are present, consider the trouble which might be caused by your delay. If the group is
in for a 12-day camp, a little rain will only change plans
for exploration. However, if the trip is scheduled for 15
hours and a rise in water forces a 10 hour wait, your
family and rescuers will not be happy.
The location of high water in the cave must be kept
in mind. Sometimes it is possible to change the trip instead of abandoning it, but not if the flood-prone passage is the entrance, or a passage which you must traverse to reach safe areas. I do not advocate entering a
cave under less than ideal conditions merely because
there are safe places to wait, but if your cave does sometimes flood, then you would be wise to create an emergency cache of supplies in a safe location. Stock the
cache with food, light, etc., and inspect it regularly.

Other ConsiiJeralions. Sometimes unforeseeable events
occur. In a recent example, cavers were trapped by rising
water on a day when no rain occurred--the breaching of
a beaver dam caused a sudden increase in water flow.
There isn't much one can do about such things.
One need not be a professional hydrologist to make
safe decisions concerning when to enter a cave.
However, one must have some knowledge of how the
cave might react under different conditions. Remember a
time you observed a spring in flood, then imagine yourself stuck inside. When in doubt, be safe.
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EXPEDITIONS
LAVA BEDS
Thanksgiving.
Nov. 28-Dec, 1
Leader, Janet Sowers
Twenty JVs attended the Thanksgiving expedition
at Lava Beds National Monument, California Detailed
cave inventories were completed for two major caves,
Paradise Alleys Cave and Thunderbolt Cave. The inventory of the lalter wmed up 200 ft. of unmappee passage,
and some nutrient-enriched aquatic biota, including
fungus gnat larvae. Some older inventory was brought
up to the current high standards Photo-monitoring sites
were set up in Post Office Cave, and established sites in
other caves were re-photographed. The upstream entrance
of Post Office Cave had been closed by a recent collapse, but was found to be reopened, with increased
amounts of trash in the cave. Subsequently, the
Monument staff sealed off the entrance with a large
boulder, leaving ample room for bats to enter and exit
The CRF field house at Lava Beds had been scheduled for demolition. However, the Monument has applied for grant money to rebuild the house as a cooperative research facility, and CRF has agreed to donate
money and labor towards the project.
Participants: Mark Bendickson, Chris and Sandy
Cowan, Chuck Crandall, Don Denbo, Bill and Rochelle
Devereaux, Bill, Ethan. and Peri Frantz, Jerry Hom. Sheila

Hulh. Dale and Kathy Lankford, Bob Martin, Chris Richard,
Mike Sims, Janet Sowers, Kendall Spielman, Dan
Weinberg.

Valentine's Day. Feb. 15-17
Leader, Janet Sowers
The trip was delayed by a snowstorm, giving one
JV his fIrst ever look at snow! Field work was completed for the fmal cave of the 24 we were slated to inventory under the present agreement. Photo-monitoring
sites were established in Lost Pinnacle Cave, and photos
were taken at established monitoring sill',s in three
caves. Photos were also taken of eight cave entrances.
The upstream end of Post Offlce Cave had again been
opened, despite weekly monitoring by Monument staff.
Participants:

Bill Devereaux,

Jessica Dowell, Bill and

Peri Frantz, Brian Lacroix, Ken Miller, Terry Redfield,
Janet Sowers, Paul Travis.

GUADALUPES
Carlsbad Caverns NP. Thanksgiving.
Nov. 28-30
Report by Dick Venters
The twenty-eight cavers attending the expedition
worked on leads and loop closures in Carlsbad Cavern's
New Mexico Room, Guadalupe Room, Mystery Room,
King's Palace, Big Room, Left Hand Tunnel, and Lake
of the Clouds. While little new survey was accom-

plished, several promising areas for future work were
noled. Conservation work (speleothem cleaning and trail
taping) was carried out in the New Mexico Room, and
in Mabel's Room, where the trails were checked for
visitor impact Impact on Mabel's Room does seem a
little above average, but the very delicate areas are not
affected, and the main trail does not seem to encroach
beyond the flagging.
Elsewhere, a party collected soil samples from the
Lechuguilla Entrance for a mite study. A new project
was begun with cave inventory and photo-documentation trips to Ringtail Cave and Midnight Goat Cave.
The parties tested a cave inventory form developed by
Dave Ek (NPS) and Ken Ingham (CRF). There was also
a survey trip to defme the walls in Midnight Goat Cave.
Participants: Tomas Andreso~ Bruce Baker. Barbe
Barker. Paul Burger. John Cochran. Gavin and John

Corcoran, Dave Dell, Dick Desjardins, Dave Ek (NPS),
Walter Feaster, June Oohu .• Pat Helton, Ken Ingham, Tony

Jones, Rafal and Wojecik Kedzierski, Doug Kent,
Christopher Krofft, Diana Northup, Bart Rapp, Tom
Rohrer, Lester Sharpton, Leif Sigvardsnn, Lee Skinner, Deb
Screet, Mary Walters, Rich Wolfert.
Guadalupe Mountains NP. March 22-23
Leaders, Nancy and Stephen Attaway
The main objective of the expedition was to complete the survey of Glori Cave and locate the cave's
fluorite veins; the location and orientation of these veins
could be important clues to the speleogenesis of Glori
and Iron Caves.
The crew mistook Iron Cave, with its entrance visible from the trail, for Glori Cave, the entrance of which
is hidden behind a bush. Iron Cave's name is well chosen due to the rust colored limonite that is abundant in

Many animals had lived and died in the cave, and
scatfrorn goats, rats, cats, and bats were mixed
in the dust, making [or heavy breathing.
and around it White gypsum powder was discovered
inside, as well as a skunk which had dec1ared squaltel's
rights and prevented full exploration.
Glori Cave was filled with dust Many animals had
lived and died in the cave, and scat from goats, rats, cats,
and bats were mixed in the dust, making for heavy
breathing. Two goat (or sheep) skulls were found, also
porcupine quills, which were scattered throughout a
large region in a very tight, sandy passage. Several quill
samples were inadvertently collected by the unlucky
caver who found them.
The f10urite was located; some of the brown and
purple crystals were over 2 em square. Calcite crust occurred with the crystals, but appeared to have formed
after the fluorite. Pockets 5 cm square of scalenobedral
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calcite were found near the fluorite, and gypsum crust
and selenite also occurred in the area. The fluorite occurs
along veins, the strike of which were in one of two orientations. One occurrence was along a fault, with the
limestone on one side altered to a very crumbly consistency with a crust of gypsum. The fluorite was fonned
only on the altered side of the fault, which matched one
of the vein trends (160"). This trend also matchod the
orientation of joints just outside the cave entrance, gen.
eral passage trends, and the direction of Iron Cave rela.
tive to the entrance of Glori Cave, the latter suggesting
lhatthe two caves are closely related. The reef face of
Guadalupe Peak also has a linear feature at 160", and
projection of the 160" line through the cave entrances
comes very close to Bone Springs, two miles away.
The other vein trend-22O"-aJso
correlates well
with surface features. Shumard Canyon trends at 2200,
and a section of fine, cross. bedded sandstone just up-trail
from Glori Cave had well defmed joints striking at
2200. The lines at 160" and 2200 from Glori and Iron
Caves should be considered as areas for ridge-walks.
Survey crew: Nancy and Steve Attaway, Randy Cabeen.
Tony Grieco, Lester Sharpton, Deanna Skinner.

Guadalupe

Mountains

NP,

April 25-26

Leader, Tony Grieco
One party went to Glori Cave to photograph the
fluorite veins and to walk out the fault zone in which
the cave is developed. No extensions of the cave or other
caves were located in the area, and further attention is
probably not warranted. Two parties located 14 shelters
in the canyon above the Ship on the Desen field house.
At each shelter, a reflector was set up, and Tom Rohrer
shot distances and azimuths to them with arange-fmder
set up at a point near the Ship.
CRF has done about everything that needs to be
done in these areas; further expeditions should concentrate on locating new caves in the high country.
The Mystery

Room

Resurvey

Almost a year ago, chief cartographer Dave Dell asked
about the possibility of remapping Carlsbad Cavern's

Mystery Room. Thirty-three separate surveys had been
done in this room. adding up to 15,300 ft. Most of the surveys did not agree on the placement of significant features.
and loop closure was impossible in several sections (the
room is big, but not three miles big!). Since that request for
a new map. abnost 1000 caver hours have been contributed
to the survey. under the direction of Pat Helton. The April
11 session completed the primary survey, when wall
perimeter surveys were tied to the main trunk line. The
lower stream passage area and pit series were pushed, sur-

veyed. and tied-in. With the help of Tom Rohrer, 29 precision theodolite stations were set to check the base Suunto

and tape data.
The remaining work. scheduled through July, will he to
sketch detail into the new map grids and conftrm survey in
some areas. Closure error to date had been < 1%.

Participants: Glori Cave-Tony Grieco, Bill Bentley,
Patrick Qualls, Walter Feaster; Shelters-Bill Bentley,
Walter Feaster. Patrick Qualls. Tony Grieco. Tom Rohrer.
Carlsbad

Cayern

NP, May

23-24

Leader, Dick Venters
Fony-eight JV s attended the expedition, which was
successful despite continuous rain. The two days work
produced 1900 fl of new survey, and an inventory project was begun with the aim of recording geological,
biological, and physical features of Carlsbad Cavern.
In Carlsbad Cavern, two parties went to the Boneyard maze off the main visitor's trail for survey (650 ft.
of new survey) and inventory. Another two parties went
to the rooms Under the Spirit World (beneath the Big
Room) for survey and inventory; a new connection to
Middle Earth was found, and there is more lead pushing
to do here.
Mapping and inventory was staned in Chocolate
High [we hope to carry the story of this imponant new
discovery in the November issue]. A crawlway maze
was discovered, and many leads were noted. Next day,
the maze was mapped until it "got nasty", and a survey
was staned in the Elbow lead, a well-decorated stoopway. The survey ended at a flowstone dome leading back
into the upper maze.
There were lead checking and inventory trips to the
Shield in Left Hand Tunnel, to Right Hand Fork, to
Lower Cave (near the Naturalist's Room and the Ladder
Pit), and to the center of the Big Room where a pitied
to a 30 fl drop into Lower Cave.
Another new project was begun-checking
and
recording leads in the Main Corridor and Big Room.
Areas of promise will be tagged for future exploration.
This time, four pits were checked, starting near the Baby
Hippo. One 80 fl deep pitied to virgin cave, another
proved to connect to Lower Devil's Den. All the pits
were cleaned of visitor trash.
In the back country, there was a trip to Helen's
Cave to complete an inventory and climatological study,
and another to Rainbow Cave to complete the inventory
(a fining site to visit, considering the weather).
The expedition ended with the NPS Appreciation
Dinner, attended by 50 NPS employees and guests. A
heany thanks to all the JV s and NPS personnel.
Participants:

Nancy and Steve Attaway, Barbe Barker,

Paul Burger, Randy Caheen. Mary Caress, Pat Copeland.
Gavin and Jolm Corcoran. Saul Cross, Dick Desjardins.
Linda Doran, Walter Feaster. Kevin Ferguson, Dave Hamer.

Fritzi, Jim, and Rachel Hardy. Larry Hatcher. Pat Helton.
Susan Herpin, Brian Holcomb, Mike Huber, Ken Ingham.
Linda Isler, Sandra Jones, Jay Jordan, Sheila Knigh~ Tom
Madison, Dave McClung, Bobby Moore. Diana Northup.

Pam Oczkowski, Phyllis O'Sullivan. Steve Reams, Tom
Runyon, Virginia Seiser. Jay Smith, Russ Smith, Joanne

Staley, Deb Stree~ Dick Venters, Jane Winkler, Rich
Wolfert. Bill Ziegler.
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InyentOl)'

(an independent project. involving

Mark Twain National Forest was essentially completed,
though some minor tidy-up work remains in two caves.
However, an extension was agreed upon to enable some
of the "optional extras" to be included. This will consist
mainly of bringing preliminary Missouri Speleological
Swvey maps up to standard. The process was start.ed
with three reswvey trips to Posy Spring Cave. The
main-line swvey was completed, additions were made to
the mazy upstream end, and 300 ft. of downstream pas.
sage was discovered. The Iauer ended within view of a
secondary spring outlet, too low to reach. Another
interesting discovery was a set of well-preserved bear
paw prints near the upstream limit.

many Ns)

Leader, Diana Northup
The Lechuguilla biological swvey continued with
trips in March and June. Scanning Electron Microscopy
mounts were recovered from various pools, and water
samples were taken for water chemistry studies. The hair
and lint study continued, with counts taken at established transects; no fungus growth was seen on the
debris.
A large number of fungal swabs were taken, many
of them from corrosion residue sites. Corrosion residues
were also sampled for bacterial culturing on
ehemolithoautotrophic
media. The "Pink
Dots" of the eponymous pool seem to be
spreading-bright
pink to brown colonies
are now growing subaerially, on flowstone.
This situation should be monitored. Fresh
bacterial samples were taken from pools to
compare with samples taken over the past
two years.
Invertebrates noted included only the
usual rhadine beetles, springtails, and crickets. Air samples were collected for the
helium release study.
Participants: March-David Glenn. Tom Ingersoll.
Margie Robinson, Gary Kahn, Emily Mobley, Dick
Desjardins, Stuart Halliday, Dick Maxey; June-Bob
Buecher, Andy Messer, Larry Sturdivan~ Take Turin, Kent
Carlson, Jason Flescher. Stuart Halliday. Steve Untsch.

MISSOURI
April throu&h June.

1992

Repon by Mick Sutton
The last crew into Still Spring (May News/eller)
discovered a nasty bypass to the apparent main-line terminus. In April, the same crew worked on opening up a
too-small hole at the terminus, to avoid having to use
the bypass. The opening was enlarged sufficiently by
two cavers, while the others mapped 200 ft. of miscellaneous leads, reducing the leads list to four items. The
swvey line was carried into the continuation, which was
left for the next time. Unfonunately, the next trip was
short.ened by illness, and the swvey advanced only another 200 fL
The Powder Mill Creek eave season opened with a
trip to the extensive Hell Hole Series. The crew mapped
200 ft. of generally unpleasant crawlway before breaking
out into a 12 ft. high canyon, which continued beyond
the 300 fL mapped there. The lead trends towards Windy
Crawl, another major side passage, and a high priority
will be assessing whether a more direct route exists
from the latter.
Other Missouri trips were in suppon of the
National Forest mapping and inventory project. Field
work on the list of caves included in the agreement with
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Biological inventories were completed in Blowing
Spring (another large stream cave that is scheduled for
remapping), Onyx Cave, Cricket Cave, and Grapevine
eave (tiny, lacking a dark zone).
Swvey and inventory were completed in Dobbs
Spring, a mystery site in lower Hurricane Creek, where
entry had never been permitted, since the spring was
used as a drinking water supply. But the owner had reo
cently dug a well, and was interested in getting his cave
mapped. The accessible passage was only 100ft. long
and very wet, with the highest population density of
troglobitic grotto salamanders that we've seen during the
study.
In upper Hurricane Creek, Upper Brawley Cave
(new, 200 fL long, dry) and nearby Rimstone Cave
(new, shoo but complex) were mapped and inventoried;
Vulture eave (30 ft. long with an active vulture nest in
Ihe entrance) was discovered and mapped.
Swveys were completed in Cat Cave (200 ft. of
uninspiring crawlway), and in Greer Spring Cave. The
latter forms an overflow outlet for Greer Spring, second
largest spring in Missouri. Even Ihough carrying much
less flow than the main rising, this was by far the
strongest current any of the swvey crew could remember
working in. The cave was 700 ft. long with several side
passages, the main line ending in a syphon.
Several sites could not be found. The tiny Wolf
eave was not at or near its reponed location, while Van
Winkle Cave has been well hidden. This pit was last
visited 30 years ago, after which the small, inconspicu.
ous entrance was covered with rocks. With a 10 acre
search area, this one will be a problem. We did turn up a
shon new cave during the search.
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Survey Crews: Slill Spring-I) Doug Baker, Steve
Irvine. Lillian Novela; 2) Doug Baker. George Bilbrey. Jim
Kaufmann; Posy Spring-I) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan,
Cathy and Tim O'Dell, Ken Byrd; 2) Mick Sutton, Sue
Hagan, Doug Baker; 3) Mick SUlton, Sue Hagan, SCOll
House; Dobbs Spring-Mick Sutton, Cathy and Tim
O'Dell. Bruce Black; Upper Brawley, Rimsrone,VultureTim and Cathy O'Dell. Bruce Black;Van Winkle-Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton; CaI'Cave-Tim and Cathy O'Dell.
Bruce Black; Greer Spring Cave-Scott
House, Sue Hagan.
Mick Sutton;lnventories-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Ken

Byrd.

MAMMOTH CAVE
SprinL!. April 24-27
Leader, Stan Sides
Thirty-five JVs attended the April expedition and
experienced cool. sunny "blackberry winter" in the park.
The ferry was back in operation, and the river level was
lower than normal for this time of year.
One party mapped over 600 ft. in a flood cutaround
in upstream Buffalo Creek Cave, the cave getting larger
beyond their last survey station. Dye detectors were left
in the Buffalo Creek and Fon's Funnel streams for the
NPS water tracing project (see p.l). The crew had to dig
their way into Buffalo Creek Cave through the usual
sediment plug, but on exiting, they noticed a small hole
in breakdown which now provides a siltation-proof
alternative entrance.
Three wetsuit parties entered Sides Cave. One team
surveyed 270 fl. of shaft drain to a sleazy fish-hook
crawl, leading to an overlook into a large room with a
waterfall ahead, out of sight. Bolts and ropes will be .
needed to continue. The party emerged as human mudballs and noted that "there has to be a better way to get
to this lead." The second crew began a survey of an
upper level component of the main trunk near Safety
Dome, but left early due to equipment failure and lack of
a back-up clinometer. The third party continued the
survey of Canis Minor, the smaller of the two main

The party emerged as human mudballs and
noted that "there has to be a better way to get to
this lead."
passages in the cave, where they mapped 750 fl. to a
point where several stream passages enter. This area
plots out to several hundred feet east of Cooper Spring,
the spring near the gate on the Crystal eave road. The
results of a dye trace between the spring and cave would
be very interesting.
A pany went to Smith Valley Cave and mapped
another 260 fl. up a narrow, twisty stream canyon where
shots of over 10 ft. are a rarity; there is probably
another trip's wonh of this before the passage
straightens OUI.

Taking advantage of the cool, clear weather, a party
hiked to a small cave near Raymer Hollow as part of
CRFs effon to identify karst features and survey the
small caves of the park. The cave consisted of a large
room of unstable breakdown. Another such trip examined the pits west of Tumhole Bend, but none led to
enterable cave.
In Mammoth Cave Ridge, there was a trip to fmish
the 700 ft. long chen crawl between Burley's Way and
downstream Mystic River, completing a long survey
loop through the River to Emily's Puzzle. Another crew
surveyed crawls in Cutliffs Way, mapping 120 fl. of
small passage. They finished off three leads, but added
three others for thin crews. There was a trip to survey a
passage off Blackstone Avenue, which ended in a
"grimly awful" canyon and in a crawl too delicately
decorated to enter; acutaround in Belfry Avenue was
also completed. A party went to examine and skelCh the
presumed fossil fIsh jaw found recent! y embedded in
limestone in a passage beneath Marion Avenue. A shan
trip taught Marty Ryan (NPS) the New Discovery route
to the upstream boat landings at Roaring River.
In Flint Ridge, A video camera crew went beyond
Candlelight River to record activity in the infamous
Tight Spot of the 1972 Flint Ridge-Mammoth Cave
link. The Tight Spot claimed more victims, so only the
party leader fl1med the pit beyond. The detailed resurvey
of Upper Salts trunk continued, carrying the survey
across and beyond the huge void of Mummy Valley.
In the Southern Highlands of Logsdon River, a
party mapped 660 fl. in an airy canyon that crosses
Coons Trail. Upstream, the canyon ends in a "huge and
decisive" sandstone breakdown; downstream the canyon
grades to a migrated shaft, ending for now at an undescended drop. Over on Toohey Ridge, a crew helped
install ladders in the soon to be open Downey A venue
Entrance into the Roppel eave section. The ladder climb
down to Downey Avenue will be a very impressive 150
ft. deep.
The expedition ran very smoothly due to Kay Sides' camp
management and everyone's willingness

to pitch in and

help.
Survey Crews: Buffalo Creek-Mel Park. Marty Ryan,
Walter Johnson; Sides Cave-I) James Wells, Bill Baus,
Dick Maxey; 2) Jim Borden, Sheila Sands, Terri Hanunond;
3) Alan Carmon, Karen Willmes, Dave West.; Raymer

Hollow-Dick Maxey, Sheila Sands. Cheryl Early;
Turnhole Bend-Bob Eggers, Mike Nonod; Burley's WayMick Sutton, Tom Brucker, Cheryl Early; ClJllijfs WayNancy Korabic. John Korabic. Bob Tracey, John
Henderson; Blackstone Ave.-Kevin
Downs, Dave West,
Karen Willrnes; Marion Ave,-Walter
Jolmson, Joyce

Hoffmaster; Roaring River-Richard Znpf. Marty Ryan;
TighJSpot-Richard Znpf, Roger McClure, Joyce
Hoffmaster; Salls Tru.nk-Mick

Sutton. Sue Hagan. Julie

SolSky, Jim Borden; Coons Trail-Rick Olson, Neil
Hanunond, Greg Sholley; Downey Ave. Entrance-Dave
Weller, Sue Hagan, Stan Sides, Russell Comes,
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Memorial Day. May 22-25
area continued with the survey of a newly discovered
cutaround
Leader, Bob Osburn
Thirty-nine cavers allended all or part of the
The Pensacola Avenue signature project advanced
Memorial Day expedition. Plans for trips to Hawkins!
with two more trips, reaching the Pineapple Bush, alLogsdon River, Sides Cave, and Buffalo Creek Cave
most at the end of the old tour trail. Several notable
were tabled for later expeditions with less cbance of rain.
signatures were recorded including another Stephen and
Alas, fhe weather proved fme, but the Hawkins River
Charlotte Bishop cluster. Sadly, they also found a
flood hydrograph is an important reminder that weather
"KKK" seratehed over a "Stephen 1840" signature.
forecasts err both ways! Areas emphasized in this
Other names included O. H. P. Anderson, one of the TB
expedition were therefore Colossal Cave, Historic
Hut patients. Artifacts c 1900-1920 were also phoMammoth Cave, and the signature study in Pensacola
tographed. One of the Pensacola parties also went
Avenue, with other trips to a variety of places. In all, nearly 11,000
ft. were surveyed, 2250 ft. of it new
(the latter largely in Roppel).
Many Ryan (NPS and CRF)
reports that the new entrance to
Buffalo Creek Cave noted during
the April trip, was enlarged by
Ryan and Joe Meiman (NPS) while
they were installing hydrologic
equipment. This will be a much
easier and slightly safer way into
this going, flood-prone cave.
Bob Ward (NPS) accompanied
Rick Olson to do preliminary work
on a nitrate regeneration study.
They went to Booth's Amphitheater
to collect soil from the saltpeter
vats and spoil heaps, and to Bunker
Hill to collect a control sample
Presumed Mississippian-age fish jaw from the Marion Avenue areafrom undisturbed sediment.
Photo. by Harry Grover; Scale xO.75. The arrow points to one of several teeth.
Elsewhere in the Historic section, two trips went to
Gothic Avenue to begin a detailed survey, the first work
on a new map sheet for the Historic area. The survey
was carried beyond the Bridal Altar. Also for the
Historic sheet, a crew mapped nearly 1500 ft. of low,
dusty crawl in Wilson Way, a passage "with little to
recommend it." A follow-up trip extended the survey for
1500 ft. along Gratz Avenue, starting at Lover's Leap in
Gothic, tying in the Wilson Way survey, and ending
just short of Lee's Cistern.
In central Mammoth Cave Ridge, a trip went to
Burley's Way to field-check the map, fill in cross sections, and map cutarounds. There was a trip to the understory of Marion Avenue to look at climbing leads,
but the climbs yiclded only a view of an inaccessible
tube. The same crew started surveying a pit drain under
the Stephen's Way-Katherine Domes link. The drain
continues unpleasant but passable, and is trending towards an upstream Mystic River inlet.
A vertical party went to Denali Trail, the long
passage linking the top of Cathedral Domes with the
Mount McKinley area, where they mapped a few more
leads in a complex high-altitude network off the main
passage. Farther east, work on the Blackstone Avenue

beneath Marion Avenue to photograph the presumed
fossil fish jaw found recently. They noted that most of
the traffic in Marion Avenue was between 1840 and
1870.
In Flint Ridge, there was a lot of work on the
Salts-Colossal survey. One party went to Salts Cave
and mapped more than 2000 ft., mainly in Indian
Avenue, heading towards the Salts-Colossal link. In
Colossal, a party mapped over 1000 ft. to the breakdown terminus of Hunt Trail, and sorted out some
problematic ties on the access route. Another crew
remapped 850 ft. around the "awesome" Pike Chapman
Hall.
The photo-documentation of the Flint RidgeMammoth Cave connection route was complicated by
high water, which closed the entrance to Hanson's Lost
River. The video crew looked for a site to simulate the
famous connection point. Sites in Roaring River proved
unworkable, but a suitable place was found along
Eyeless Fish Trail in Crystal Cave.
A Central Kentucky IUu-stCoalition trip which
flew in from Texas redirected itself from Sides Cave to
known leads in Roppel, where they completed 1350 ft.
of new survey.
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On the small caves front, a party finally found the
entrances of Rigdon and Dickey pits; work on the maps
of these can now resume.
Survey

Crews: Gothic Ave.-I)

Doug Baker. Steve

Irvine, Ken Rogers; 2) Doug Baker, Sieve Irvine, Norm
Rogers; Wilson Way-Scotl House, Mark Ohms, John
Walker, Ted Harttnan; GroJz Ave.-Scoll House, Mark
Ohms, Ted Harttnan. Tim Borden; Burley's Way-Roberta
Bumes. Norm Rogers, Mike Lawrence; Marion Ave.-Paul

Rubin, Phil Bodanza, Waller Johnson; Denali Trail-Dick

Lechuguilla

Politics

Most readers will probably have heard that Carlsbad
Caverns National Park has terminated its Memorandum
of Understanding with the Lechuguilla eave Project
Incorporated (LCPI). In a letter dated April 30, 1992,
CCNP Superintendent Wallace B. Elms, states that the
NPS lOOkthis action because of disagreements that have
been escalating with the LCPI over proprietorship of
survey data and interpretation of the Memorandum. The
LCPI Board was in disagreement as to how to resolve
these differences; several of the seven directors resigned
over the issue.
At present the NPS has taken over the running of
surveying and scientific expeditions, though of necessity
exploration has been scaled back. The recent dive (see
below) was one recent example of an exploratory lrip
directly under NPS administration. Cavers drawn from
disaffected members of LCPI are organizing a new
group (Lechuguilla Exploration And Research Network)
and are submitting a proposal to the NPS to organize
the continued survey and exploration of Lechuguilla It
seems unlikely that permanent arrangements for
continued exploration will be made until a repbcement
is selected for Superintendent Elms, who retired at the
end of May.
The exploration and survey of Lechuguilla eave has
been a monwnental undertaking involving hundreds of
cavers in what is truly one of the world's most significant caves. The entire caving community has appreciated
the efforts of the LCPI and shared their enthusiasm. We
just wish it had worked out better. CRF activities at
Carlsbad Cavern National Park remain unaffected, as
does Diana Northup's ecological work within
Lechuguilla Cave. SHIMS.
Dive Establishes New Depth for Lechuguilla
On May 8, 1992, Peter Bolt, a British cave diver,
with the assistance of an international team, descended
28 m (92 ft.) below the surface of Lake of the White
Roses, then the deepest known point in Lechuguilla
Cave. The dive brings the total vertical extent of
Lechuguilla to a tentative figure of 486 meters (1,593
ft), conftrming it as the deepest cave in the U.S.
. Two open-air chambers were discovered during the
dive. These appear to have no passages leading ouI. and

Marke~ Dave Ecklund, Lillian Novela; Blackstone Ave.Kevin Downs, Bob Salika, Geoff Park; Pensacola Ave.I) Larry PurselL Harry Grover, Mike Naradacei, Bob Salika;
2) Larry Pursell, Harry Grover, Mike Naradacci; Indian
Ave.-Jim Borden, Roger McClure, Joyce Hoffmaster, Dick
Market; 1I11J1J Trail-Kevin Downs, Mike Lace, Lillian
Novela, Julie Sotsky; Pike Chapman Hall-Mike Lace,
Walter Johnson, Joyce Hoffmaster, Ken Rogers;
Connection route video-Richard
Zopf. Sheila Sands. Alan
Canon. Susan Ecklund; Rigdon & Dickey Pits-Phil

Bodanza, Paul Rubin.

the walls were covered with folia similar to the area
around the Lake. Water samples were collected for
analysis.
The NPS is using loop closures to arrive at the
depth. Prior to the dive, the depth determined by the
Lechuguilla eave Project was 477 meters (1,565 ft).
Other deep lakes in Lechuguilla which may contain
explorable water-ftlled passages are Lake Castrovalva
and Stud Lake.
Source: Carlsbad Caverns NalionaJ Park Servu:e News
ReleasesApril 3D, 1992 and May 20, 1992.

Leitheuser's

Shrimp Collection
Jerry Lewis

One cold night during the winter of 1991, Terry
Leitheuser called from an airport in Texas. Terry and I
had become friends during the early 80's when our paths
crossed at Mammoth Cave National Park due to his investigation of the blind shrimp as an endangered species
and my work on isopod life histories for my dissertation. It would probably be safe to say that Terry's experience at Mammoth Cave was not entirely positive, and
he left the field of biology. At present he resides in
Texas and is prospering as a sales representative for a
number of companies which sellt-shirts and other items
with ecological motifs.
Terry was calling to see if I was interested in receiving all of his books, papers, maps, notes, specimens,
etc. from his work on the blind shrimp. If I didn't want
it, the entire business was going in the nearest dumpster. I quickly agreed. In May, Terry arrived at my home
in southern Indiana and we unloaded over a dozen file
canons, boxes of maps, specimens, ete. It was with
some sadness that I went through vials of dried up
specimens and consigued them to the garbage.
Arrangements are being made to send intact or salvageable specimens to the national collection at the
Smithsonian Institution. Likewise, a number of books
and other publications are probably going to end up in
the libraries of the Museum of Natural History. Pan of
the materials I will retain for my personal collection,
but the rest will be donated to institutions or individuals
who can make the best use of them.
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Buffalo Creek ...Continued from p.l
waters from these sinking streams resurge at
Buffalo Spring or its overflow outle~
Confluence Spring. The recharge area for the
Buffalo Spring outlets is nearly identical to
the Buffalo Creek surface calChmenL Water
from most of the major sinking streams in
the basin pass through the cave streams in
Buffalo Creek Cave and Fort's Funnel Cave
on the way to the outlet spring(s).

The first two quantitative tracer tests yielded very
surprising results. A slug of rhodamine WT was injected
at the Wet Prong terminal sink-point and at exactly the
same time, fluorescein was injected into the cave stream
at Fort's Funnel. The dye from the Wet Prong passed
the sampling site at Buffalo Spring well before the dye
from the much closer Fort's Funnel. These results
seemed to be in conflict with qualitative tracer tests,
which had shown that water sinking in the Wet Prong
passes through Fort's Funnel on its way to Buffalo
Spring. From the quantitative traces it became apparent
that the Buffalo Spring basin includes two master trunk
conduits-the
Wet Prong trunk and the Dry Prong trunk
(the laner is accessible at Buffalo Creek Cave and Fort's
Funnel). The two trunks join somewhere between Fort's
Funnel and Buffalo Spring (Fig. 3).
Since the distance between the Wet Prong sinkpoint and Buffalo Spring is greater and the travel time is
less than between Fort's Funnel and Buffalo Spring, the
gradient must be much higher. It is apparently this head
difference between the two trunks up-basin from Fort's
Funnel that is responsible for the piracy of some water
from the Wet Prong trunk to the Dry Prong trunk. The
qualitative tracer results from the Wet Prong to
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Numerous quantitative dye tracer studies
have been performed in the Buffalo Spring
basin using inexpensive submersible, flowthrough, filter fluorometers. These instruments were developed by Marty Ryan, Joe
Meiman,
and Ralph
Ewers
(Eastern
Kentucky University). The RME fluorometer uses a four-wall mercury lamp, various
Figure 3.
combinations of optical filters, photoresistors, a digital data logger, and other electronics to record tracer-dye fluorescence. The record is used
to generate dye slug recovery (breakthrough) curves. The
battery-powered fluorometer is able to quantify two dyes
simultaneously (rhodamine WT and fluorescein) and can
record the passage of numerous dye slugs during a
single deployment (sec Ryan 1992).
During the Buffalo Spring study, up to three fluorometers were deployed at a given time. Figure 2 shows
dye load curves for a single dye slug at three different
sampling locations along a common flow-route. Data
such as these have vastly improved our knowledge of
the hydrology of the inaccessible portions of the Buffalo
Spring conduit network.
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Diagram of the subsurface hydrology
Spring groundwater basin.

of the Buffalo

Fort's Funnel were a manifestation of this minor flow
piracy.
Subsequent traces provided an assortment of
additional information about the hydrology of the
groundwater basin. For example, they showed that
Confluence Spring, even though it is located just off the
Wet Prong, is an overflow spring exclusively for the
Dry Prong trunk.
Double-peaked recovery curves were recorded at
Fort's Funnel and Buffalo Spring during several traces
from both Mill Branch and the Dry Prong sink-point
(Fig. 2). There is no double peak at Buffalo Creek Cave.
The double-peaked curves suggest the presence of a bifurcated flow path-an anastomosis. The absence of a
double-peaked curve at Buffalo Creek Cave implies that
the anastomosis must be located between Buffalo Creek
Cave and Fort's Funnel. This section of trunk is unexplored due to terminal sumps. However, it is possible to
infer the nature of the anastomosis through interpretation of mapped passages in Buffalo Creek Cave and of
quantitative tracer data.
A moderate-sized (several hundred meters) flood cutaround was just mapped on an April CRF survey trip to
Buffalo Creek Cave. During moderate to high flow it
obviously serves as a second flow path. Further reconnaissance in upstream Buffalo Creek Cave revealed an
abundance of similar cut-arounds of various lengths. The
anastomosis responsible for the double dye peaks at
Fort's Funnel is probably a very large flood cut-around
1his interpretation is supported by a series of repeated
traces during falling discharge. The dual peaks eventually disappear and only one peak is obtained under lower
flow conditions; one of the routes is apparently abandoned at some point during receding flow.
A history of down-dip flow piracy, resulting in
anastomotic flow paths, may be common in the Buffalo
Creek Cave system. The explored sections of the cave
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dye tracing techniques to determine the karst hydrology of
the Buffalo Spring groundwater basin of Mammoth Cave

A Superb Third Light Source

limiting circuit extends the life span of both batteries
and bulb. The existing models were not robust enough
for caving, so I contacted the company and asked if a
Mini-Mag could be adapted. Mr. Talmage agreed to try,
and about two weeks later it arrived in the mail. Is
America great or what?! I loaded it with two new
Energizers and turned it on for an endurance test
Twenty-seven days later it was still burning, although
dimly, so I replaced the batteries and gave it a field test
In the small passages above Cathedral Domes in
Mammoth Cave the flashlight was perfectly adequate,
and even in a large tube like Cleaveland Avenue, where
reflection from walls is negligible, the light intensity
was adequate out to 15 feet without waiting for
complete dark adaptation.
These lights are a bargain at $27.50 eacho, and no

Rick Olson
Last December while reading the latest issue of Sky

and Telescope, I came across a test report on miniature
flashlights built around an ultra-bright light emitting
diode (LED). These LEDs are not as bright as a conventional bulb, but lower intensity lights have always been
acceptable as backup sources. Red light at 665 nanometers may seem an unlikely wavelength for caving, but
there are some advantages. Even though this part of the
spectrum is not optimal for our eyes, in adapting to
darkness our retinas will increase their sensitivity to
light by as much as 10,000 times. Like your savings
account, dark adaptation can go quickly, but red light
causes minimal loss of that sensitivity. There is also a
practical application in surveying; using an LED source
to put a light on station eliminates confusion for the
compass reader.
Two outstanding characteristics of the LED sources
are efficiency and longevity. These flashlights will
deliver peak brilliance for over 30 hours on two AA
cells, and the LED lamp has a life span of over 100,000
hours. The lamp draws only 50 milliamps, and a current

National Park, Kentucky [Masters Thesis J: Eastern
Kentucky

University.

123 pp.

other battery powered light will last as long. The savings in battery and bulb replacement make them cost
competitive in the long run.
0Talmage Engineering, 438A Beachwood Road,
Kennebunkport, ME 04046. Phone (207) 967-5945. Add
$2 for shipping.
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Lilburn

Notes

lohn Tinsley

Major emphasis was placed on surveys in the New
Maze area. the complex three-dimensional zone between
lurgen's Leap and the Tennouri Passage centered on the
Inverted Bell Room. The latter is the joining point of
several surveys, some of which lead to pits that still
nced to be surveyed. lack Regal is acting as the
cartographer for the New Maze area.

In 1991, sixleen survey parties mapped 2750 ft,
the majority of it new survey, in Lilburn Cave. As of
lanuary, Lilburn is 20.5 km (12.8 miles) long, with
5355 survey stations. Cartographer Peter Bosled is increasingly digitizing the cartography program, and is
experimenting with atlas quads drawn on a Macintosh
using Canvas. Initial efforts look most promising.

Missouri cavcrs continued working on some rather
complex passage cross sections. The East Passage is
very complex when you look beyond the elephant footpath, and the cross-sections will be a major contribution
towards enhancing our understanding of this multi-level
cave. Arkansas cavers made their mark in Lower East
Passage. The MOLES group joined us for an expedition
and staned a major push downstream from the T-Room.
The survey was carried to a point just below the
Needle's Eye with reports of good sized passagc and
complexity.

Over Columbus Day, Bill Farr did a fIrst ever dive
at the South Seas (Lilburn's downstream syphon). Bill
explored to a depth of 50 ft and found what may be the
cave's largest room, estimated to be 50 ft. wide, 100 ft
long, and 100ft deep. The next day he discovered an 8
ft. by 12 ft. passage leading down from the big room.

A surface lranSit survey was made from Filion
Spring following the road up the hill, and was tied to a
benchmark. The survey was extended to several sinks
and ponds and to the Chestnut Cabin area. During the
August expedition, a true north alignment was made
with a sun sighting, and the surface survey line was carried down to the Filion entrance. A new topographic
overlay was made over the existing database.
In the fIrst weekend of 1992, Father Paul
Wightman made radio-locations over several key points,
thanks to Chuck Bitting's help setting up preliminary
locations the previous day. We now have an "Out Tree"
directly over the Out Rock brass cap location; this was
tied to the surface benchmark via a transit survey.
Surface-to-cave depths indicaled by the radio gear were in
the range of 250-325 ft for the four locations (T-Room,
Needle's Eye, Out Rock, lurgen's Leap).
A preliminary geologic survey of portions of the
cave was made during the August expedition by Carol
Hill. We hope to see more geological work and other
researr.h; the preliminary quadrangle maps offer good
opportunities for supporting scientifIc work.
A trip into Filion Spring continued a survey started
in 1979 by Ron Bridgemon and the Buechers. The cave's
length was doubled with a push to "almost the bitter
end". Surface walks downstream revealed a smaller
spring and a shallow sinkhole, but no hot leads.
A major push was staned in Bat Cave, with surveys
from the entrance well past the "47 ft waterfall", which
we found had shrunk since the 1950s vintage map.
Surveyors pushed downstream towards the Chute area.
Upstream above the 5 ft waterfall, we discovered quite a
bit more passage than the old-timers remember. Some
interesting layers of gravel were noted, indicating an
ancient connection with Cecil Cove, upstream from the
entrance.

Bill Farr did a first ever dive at the South Seas
andfound what may be the cave's largest room,
estimated to be 50 ft. wide, 100ft. long, and
100 ft. deep.
Exploration was hailed at -100 ft owing to the chill;
dry suits will be need to continue. Bill and lohn Tinsley
exlend deepest thanks to the able-bodied sherpas who, on
back-to-back days, made this exploration possible.
A data logger was installed in the Z-Room and
River Pit area to monitor water level, temperature, and
conductivity. This will allow researchers to compare
changes in the cave stream with the logged conditions at
Big Spring. The rain gauge continues to be unreliable in
winter, owing to the propane burner's inability to resist
the wind, but Gary Mele's data logger, converted to solar
power a couple of years ago, works just fIne.
Monitoring of sediment levels continued in the
White Rapids-Ant Lion reach in upstream Lilburn.
Scouring chains were installed in the Ant-Lion Passage.
Downstream, profIling measurements were taken in the
Z-Room and the Hex Room, and the static sampler was
extended to the ceiling, 30 ft. high. The sampler will
test whether the winter-spring runoff totally fIlls the
passage with waves of sediment, as bed load or as sediment in suspension. Sediment profIles since 1989 show
seasonal variations, with sand levels highest in late
Spring and lowest in Autumn. During the South Seas
dive in October, sediment levels were at their lowest
since Pebble Pile Sink opened in 1989; not coincidentally, the water route to the South Seas was open. This
is consistent with surface observations; Pebble Pile
Sink is plugged and is fIlling up with hill.slope materials and sediment Continued observations will show
whether the decrease in sediment storage in the Z-Room
area is matched by sediment starvation at Big Spring. If
this occurs, another Big Spring dive might encounter
clear passage to greater depths (the September dive was
halted by a sediment plug at -70 ft- see November 1991
News/eller ).
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August 1992
During 1992, cave management will receive increasing emphasis within Sequoia-King's Canyon.
Although funding remains a problem, Superintendent
Thomas Ritter has managed to cobble together enough
funds to retain a part time Cave Technician. Joel
Despain will fill this job, and will oversee implementation of the Cave Management Plan drafted last year.

CRF has pledged its resources to assist the NPS. The
caves are bound to benefit, responsible cavers will
benefit, and the thrill-seeking element will hopefully
find some of their playgrounds off limits. The plan will
depend heavily on volunteer efforts; JV s are urged to
prepare to help make this undertaking a success.

The Underground
Reader
J. G. M. Thewissen and S. K. Babcock, "The Origin of
Flight in Bats," BioScience, Vol. 42 (5) pp 340-345.
All bats are grouped into two suborders,
Megachiroptera and Microchiroptera. Besides suuctural
differences, Megabats eat fruit, flowers or nectar, navigate using their eyes, and are resuicted to the tropics.
Microbats usually eat insects, navigate by echolocation,
and can live in cold climates through use of hibernation
or migration. These differences have led to questioning
whether the two suborders may be more closely related
to separate groups of quadrupedal mammals than to each
other. Or, to put it another way, did flight evolve twice
in mammals?
The authors' conclusion is that similarities in the
anatomy of wing muscle innervation suggest the two
suborders arose from a single, winged ancestor. The
anatomical evidence is consistent with an earlier proposal that the bats' closest mammalian relatives are the
flying lemurs, an order of gliding mammals

First Mammoth Cave Base Map Completed
The Kentucky Avenue, Mammoth Cave map has
recenUy been completed, the frrst in the new series of
detailed 50 fL: I inch Mammoth Cave base maps. The
map sheet, measuring 40 inches by 6 fL, is presenUy
available as a blue-line print. The map shows several
levels of overlapping passages; underlay sheets giving
details of obseured passages are still to be drafted. One
hundred and ninety-three JVs conuibuted to the surveys
included on the map; the oldest surveys date from 1971,
though most are more recent. More than a dozen
Mammoth Cave sheets are in various stages of production by the CRF cartographic team.

Daguerreotype

of Carlsbad
Caverna Belated First!
Carlsbad Caverns National Pad<:recently received a
donation by photographer Robert Shlaer of one of the
first daguerreotypes ever to be made in a cave. Daguerreotypes, the first practical photographs, were invented
by Louis Daguerre in 1839. Daguerreotype images are
formed directly on a highly polished, silver-eoated
copper plate. By the time the first underground photos
were taken, in 1861, the process had been abandoned in
favor of the newer wet plate method.
Shlaer, whose works have been displayed in major
museums from New York to San Francisco and abroad,
has revived the technique, and on September 7 .'lIld8,
1991 he took what are believed to be the fIrst cave daguerreotype photos on record. Since the daguerreotypes
must be processed within 30 minutes of exposure,
Shlaer had to transport each exposed plate immediately
up the elevator to a portable darkroom housed in a cartop carrier, before returning to the cave for the next of
20 exposures.
The daguerreotype donated by Shlaer is a view of
the Chinese Theater in the Big Room. In accepting the
donation, Acting Superintendent Ann Hitchcock stated
that Shlaer's gift will be a valued addition to the Park's
collections.
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Cross-section from a crowded corner of the Kentucky
Avenue map (FuJI Size).

CALENDAR
CRF

ANNUAL
•••

MEETING
IN ALBUQUERQUE
Plan to attend!
•••

This year's Annual Meeting will take place November
14 in Albuquerque, New Mexico. There will be a Board of
Directors' meeting on Friday, November 13. The open
meeting will be at 1.00 pm on Saturday November 14 at
the University of New Mexico Biology Building, Room
100. The meeting will be followed by an all-you-can-eat
buffet dinner at the County Line Restaurant (cost $17.50
per person, gratuity included). There will be an open bar.
Following the meal, JVs are invited to the house of Carol
and Alan Hill for an after-the-meeting party.
If you plan to attend, please notify Fritzi Hardy, 553
Mission Ave. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87107 (505-3451709). MaDs will be sent to those re~istering.
GUADALUPES
Labor Day, Sept. 5.7. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Bernie
Szukalski, 714-798-5986.
Sept. 20.26. Lint! Restoration camp, Carlsbad Cavern.
Pat Jablonski. 303.370-6473.
Oct. 11.17. Capitan Mountains. Dick Venters, 505-892-

7370.
Thanksgiving,

Nov.

26-29.

Carlsbad Caverns

MISSOURI
August 22-23. Scott House (314) 287-4356 .
September 19-20. Mick Sulton (314) 546-2864.
October 24-25. Bob Osburn (314) 772-5813.
November 7-8. Doug Baker (314) 878-8831.
December 12-13. Scott House (314) 287-4356.
Most trips originate from Alley Center in the Ozark National
Scenic Rivcrways but others may be held at Forest Service
campgrounds. Please call the expedition leader a week in
advance.

CALIFORNIA
Lllburu, Sept. 5-7. Bill and Perri Frantz, 408-356-8506.
Sedimentology, cartography, hydrology, diving.
Lava Beds, Sept. 5-7. Janet Sowers, 510-528-6515.
Lilburn, Oct. 10-12. Cindy Heazlit and John Tinsley,
408-259-3874 (CH). 415-327-2368 (IT-H), 415-329-4928
(IT-W). Sedimentology, cartography, hydrology, possible
dive.

Lava Beds, Nov. 26-29. Janet Sowers, 510-528-6515.
Lilburn, Jan. 23, 1993. Mike Spiess, 209-434-3321
(H), 209-431-8100 (W). Organizational meeting in Fresno;
site to be selected.

NP.

Jason Flesher, 505-989-3222.
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick Venters,

505-892-7370), or the supplies coordinator (Fritzi Hardy
505-345-1709)

Sept.

at least one week in advance.

FITTON
19-20; Oct.

CAVE,
24.25

ARKANSAS

Labor

MAMMOTH
CAVE
Day, Sept.4-7. Jim Borden, 606-243-1826 (W;

can leave recording outside work hours).

Columbus Day, Oct. 9-12. Neil Hammond, 317-7862092.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 25-29. Phil DiBlasi, 502-5886724 (office) or 502-551-6920 (mobile) 7 am-4 pm; 502968-3576 (home 4 pm-9 pm-phone is turned off after 9 pm)

Trips are limited to 21 people per day in Fitton Cave;
additional personnel will be assigned to survey in other caves

or leave a message at 502-589-2340.

or on the surface. Notify Pete Lindsley, 12 Orchard Road,
Lucas, TX, 214-727-2497 (H); 214-952-2827 (W) or Jack
Regal, Rte I. Box 190 AC, Siloam Springs, AR 72761, 501736-8008.

expedition leader or Operations Manager, Jim Borden. 606243-1826 (W; can leave recording outside work hours) two
weeks in advance.

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

First and last dates are arrival and deparrure dates. Notify the
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